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Building anti-floating anchors have been increasingly used in recent years, but conventional steel anchors under service conditions
are easily subjected to chemical erosion. Glass fiber reinforcement polymer (GFRP) is a promising solution to this problem. In this
study, field pullout tests were conducted on three full instrumented GFRP anti-floating anchors in weathered granite. Specifically,
the GFRP anchors during pultrusion were innovatively embedded with bare fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors tomonitor the axial
force distribution along depth. It was found that the embedded FBG could reliably monitor the axial force distribution of GFRP
anchors.The ultimate pullout force of a GFRP anchor with diameter of 28 mm and anchorage length of 5 m was up to 400 kN.The
GFRP anchor yielded at 0.8 m underground. Force distribution and field photos at failure indicated shear failure occurred at the
anchor/bolt interface at the end of the tests. The feasibility of the GFRP anti-floating anchor was also verified in civil engineering.
Finally, an elastic mechanical model and Mindlin’s displacement solution are used to get distribution functions of axial force and
shear stress along the depth, and the results accord with the test results.

1. Introduction

Building floating issues due to the increasingly larger and
deeper underground basement at high water level have
attracted wide attention recently. The anti-floating anchor, a
kind of anti-floating method through connecting the anchor
and soil, is widely used to solve these issues owing to its lower
cost, shorter construction period, strong stratumadaptability,
and less point force than traditional methods (kentledge,
anti-floating pile, and drainage) [1–3]. However, due to the
corrosive ions in groundwater, the ordinary steel anchor
under aggressive environment inevitably suffers from chemi-
cal erosion, which seriously weakens the long-term structure
strength.

Moreover, the stray current produced from the direct cur-
rent power system subjects metal anchors to electrochemical
erosion, especially in urban rail projects [4]. In order to solve
the problems mentioned above, nonmetallic anchors appear
[5].

Nowadays, glass fiber reinforcement plastic (GFRP), fab-
ricated by extruding molten glass through an orifice, is one

of the most popular alternatives of all fiber reinforcement
plastics owing to its lower cost, higher tensile strength, and
excellent insulation [6]. In-depth investigations of GFRP
properties including pull-out performance and mechanism
compared to ordinary steel anchors suggest (a) GFRP bars
could alternate ordinary steel bars in most projects based on
model tests and (b) the GFRP bar, owing to lower elasticity
modulus, has a larger slippage at failure than steel bars [7].
What is more, a series of experiments have been conducted
and revealed that higher concrete strength is beneficial for
improving the pullout capacity and bond durability of GFRP
anchor [8, 9]. However, GFRP bars and furthermore GFPR
bars as anti-floating anchors are still unfamiliar to practicing
Chinese engineers.

The force transfer mechanism and failure mode of GFRP
anti-floating anchors should be comprehensively studied to
encourage their use in buildings. For this purpose, the first
investigation should be the measurement method of axial
force along depth. Conventionally, the axial force along
depth is monitored by strain gage or fiber Bragg grating
(FBG) sensors directly attached on the anti-floating anchor.
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Table 1: Mechanical parameters of test field.

Uniaxial
compressive
strength

Unit weight Poisson ratio Elastic modulus

32 MPa 24.5 kN/m3 0.33 35 MPa

However, these sensors may fall off during anchor installation
and pullout tests. Another option is to embed a sensor in
the anchor by initially cutting the anchor body, but the
cutting-produced defects seriously damage the integrity of
fiber reinforcing anchors, reducing the pullout strength of the
anchor [10].

In this study, field pullout tests were conducted on three
full-instrumented GFRP anti-floating anchors installed into
rock base, and the naked FBG was innovatively embedded
into the anchors during pultrusion to monitor the axial force.
This study aimed to (a) verify the applicability of the GFRP
anti-floating anchors in rock base, (b) evaluate the feasibility
of FBG installation on these anchors, (c) investigate the head-
displacement response of these anchors during pullout tests,
and (d) study the load transfer mechanism and failure mode
based on field tests.

2. Pullout Test Program

2.1. Description of Field Geology. The test field, with soft rock,
contains moderately weathered granite and other mechanical
parameters are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Installation of the FBG Sensor. Wavelength 𝛾𝐵 of FBG,
which varies with the temperature and structure strain at
the granted region, could be directly measured during whole
tests [11]. Due to the less time during whole tests and stable
underground temperature, the temperature change during
whole tests is small enough to be ignored, and the strain along
the anchor is simplified as

Δ𝜀 = Δ𝛾𝐵𝐾𝑒 (1)

where Δ𝜀 is the strain along the anchor and 𝐾𝑒 is strain
sensitivity coefficient of FBG.

The naked FBG was innovatively embedded into each
GFRP anchor: we firstly embed the FBG sensor in the center
of the glass fiber bundle along the longitudinal direction of
the rod body and place into the mold and then pour the
anchor base material (synthetic resin), through the proce-
dures of pultrusion, thread winding, and solidification; GFRP
anchor rod body is manufactured. Naked optional fiber of
SMF28-C, diameter of 900 um, was selected here due to its
low volume, high temperature resistance, and ease in installa-
tion. Bragg gratings (details in Table 2) were distributed along
the naked optional fiber as illustrated in Figure 1.

To prevent FBG sensors from damage during the tests, we
put the sensors into a capillary tube and encapsulated themby
filling with hot epoxy resins by needles. The tip of the FBG
was weld with 3-interdiameter armored cable, covered by

Table 2: Parameters of Bragg gratings.

Type Length Reflection rate Width SLSR
Bragg gratings 10 mm 80% 0.3 nm 15 dB

Bare fiber

Bragg grating

Figure 1: Photo of FBG sensors.

Heat shrinkable tube Epoxy resin

Melting point Bragg grating Bare fiber FC/APC

Armored cable

Figure 2: Schematic view of encapsulated FBG sensors.

polymer to blend and protect the connection, and finally the
connection was put with heat shrinkable tubing (Figure 2).

The encapsulated FBG sensors were embedded in the
GFRP anchors during the pultrusion. The survival rates of
FBG sensors before full-scale tests were evaluated by both
laboratory and field tests. Results show all FBG sensors
worked well even at failure of anchors. Hence, the innovative
FBG installation technique not only maintains the integrity
of GFRP anchors, but also provides more high-resolution
results.

2.3. Description of GFRP Anchors. All GFRP anchors (YF-
H50-28) embedded with FBG sensors were manufactured by
the pultrusion process in a Chinese company, and the prop-
erties were 75% glass fiber + 25% resin (unsaturated polyester
resin), with section area = 590 mm2, density = 2.1 g/cm3,
and weight = 1195 g/m (Figure 3). Accessory ingredients such
as curing agent and accelerant are also applied during the
anchor manufacture process. Each anchor at the hole center
was supported by a centralizer (Figure 3). Three GFRP anti-
floating anchors, named GFRP-01, 02, and 03 with a nominal
diameter of 28 mm, total length of 6.5 m, and anchorage
length of 5 m, were used in the tests. Mechanical parameters
of GFRP anchors (Table 3) indicate that the tensile strength
is 1.5-2.4 times and the modulus of elasticity is 20% that of
ordinary steel bars. Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the
FGB sensors along depth.

2.4. Pullout Test. Holes were drilled vertically by an in-the-
hole-drill, in diameter of 110 mm and length 0.5 m larger
than the anchor length. A GFRP anchor then was vertically
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Table 3: Mechanical parameters of GFRP bar.

Type Tensile strength Shear strength Ultimate load Elastic modulus
GFRP bar 702 MPa 150 MPa 432 KN 51 MPa

Centralizer

Armored cable

Full thread GFRP anchor

Figure 3: Photo of GFRP anchor.
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Figure 4: Anchor bolt after installing FBG sensors.

placed into the hole by workers and fixed at the hole center
by centralizers. Finally,M32.5 cementmortarwas poured into
the hole.

Due to the low shear resistance of GFRP bars, stress con-
centration at the anchorage would damage the GFRP anchor.
To protect and hold the GFRP anchor, we innovatively
applied one steel tube with diameter, length, and wall thick-
ness of 1.2mm, 50mm, and 5mm, respectively, beforemount-
ing a clip anchorage on the anchor. The tube was filled with
a mixture of epoxy resin and curing agent to form a strong

bond on tube and GFRP anchor. In order to guarantee that
the mixture fills the tube, we firstly smear the mixture on the
anchor surface and then continuously rotate the tube so that
the mixture fills the inner wall of the tube, until the inner wall
is filled. The test devices are presented in Figure 5.

In accordance with Chinese Technical Code, field pullout
tests were conducted at a slow applied rate of 0.2 kN/s,
without loading-unloading loops. The first stage load was 50
kN, and the subsequent stage loads were kept at magnitudes
100, 150, and 200 kN to the failure state. The displacement of
anchor head is read immediately after each stage.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Head Displacement Response. Head displacement re-
sponse of each GFRP anchor during whole tests is presented
in Figure 6. The head displacement is elevated linearly,
without significant fluctuation, along with the increasing
pullout force, which is different from the ordinary steel
anchor undergoing a sudden increase at failure [12]. This
difference could be attributed to the lower elastic modulus of
GFRP. In addition, the GFRP anchor outperformed the steel
anchor in terms of elongation at failure. The ultimate pullout
force of the 28-mm-diameter GFRP anchor is defined as 400
kN in accordance with Chinese Technical Code [13], which
is higher than that (345 kN) of the steel anchor under the
same condition (Bai et al. [14]). Thus, the GFRP anti-floating
anchor not only resists chemical erosion, but also provides
higher pullout capacity in anti-floating structures.

3.2. Distribution of Axial Force. Figure 7 shows the distri-
bution of axial force along depth during whole tests, which
was calculated as follows, assuming the same transformation
between FBG sensors and anchor:

𝑁𝑖 = 𝐸𝐺𝐴𝐺 ⋅ Δ𝜀𝑖 = 𝐸𝐺𝐴𝐺 ⋅ 𝛾𝐵𝑖𝐾𝑒 (2)

where Δ𝜀i is the strain at FBG sensor i;Ni is the axial force at
FBG sensor i; and EG and AG are Young’s modulus and cross-
sectional area of the GFRP anchor, respectively.

Axial force along the GFRP anchor significantly
decreased at depth of 0∼3m, while the deeper part supported
relatively less pullout force, which indicates the nonuniform
mobilization of axial force along the GFRP anchor.

The distribution of axial force along depth also suggests
the presence of a critical load transfer depth for the GFRP
anchor. Specifically, little force transfer to the anchor below
3∼3.5mwas found in GFRP-01, 02, and 03, whichmeans pro-
longing the anchor length, when it is up to the critical depth,
does not obviously enhance the pullout force.The conclusion
is consistent with the research results by Bai et al. [14].
However, adhesion between rock and anchorage bolt cannot
be guaranteed if an over-short anchor length is employed.
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Figure 5: Photo of pull-out test devices.
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Figure 6: Head displacement response.

Nevertheless, further research is needed to determine the
critical depth under different conditions.

The maximum measured axial force of GFRP anchors at
failure is smaller than the ultimate tensile strength (500 kN
vs 702 kN), which can be explained by the local failure along
the GFRP anchor.

3.3. Distribution of Shear Stress. Figure 8 presents the shear
stress distribution along depth during whole tests, which can
be calculated as follows by assuming the uniform distribution
of load between two contiguous FBG sensors:

𝜏𝑖 = (𝑁𝑖 − 𝑁𝑖−1)𝜋𝑑Δ𝐿 (3)

where 𝜏i is the shear stress along depth at point i; d is the
diameter of the GFRP anchor; andΔL is the distance between
two contiguous FBG sensors.

The peak shear stress along depth was elevated and
its influence area was enlarged with the increasing applied
pullout force. The maximum shear stress reached 3∼4 MPa
at failure. Compared to the steel anchor with peak shear
stress appearing at ground surface, the peak of GFRP anchors
occurred at 0.8 m underground, which is consistent with a
previous study [15]. This difference can be explained by the
low stiffness of the GFRP anchor: GFRP anti-floating anchors
produce greater elastic deformation when bearing pullout
loads and cause obvious deformation of the anchor section
near the hole so that the anchor bolt and grouting body show
the shear slip. Hence, the anchor separates with surrounding
concrete that means a lower shear stress at their interface.The
shear slip between the anchor bolt and grouting body will
reduce with the increase of the anchor depth, so the shear
stress would also increase; when the shear slip reduces to
0, the shear stress increases to the maximum. Figure 8 also
indicates that additional reinforcement at 0.8munderground
is required if a GFRP anti-floating anchor is used in projects.

3.4. Failure Mode. When the pullout force is up to 60%-70%
of the ultimate loading, the GFRP anchor produces slight
crack noise, and its head displacement rises constantly with
8-10 cm crack around anchorage body (Figure 9). Relative
slippage between the anchor and anchorage bolt occurred at
failure (all test anchors) (Figure 10(a)); surface fiber got pilled
off and white-spot crack appeared on surface (only GFRP-02
anchor) (Figure 10(b)); a part of the fiber plate was detached
(only GFRP-03 anchor) (Figure 10(c)). Installing additional
ribs on the anchor surface could solve the problem of fiber
plate detachment [16].

From the pictures of GFRP anchors at failure, it is figured
out that the damage of GFRP anchors occurred at the
anchorage part instead of the free part that supported the
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Figure 7: Distribution of axial force along depth.

largest pull force. In addition, the shear stress was maximized
at 0.8 m underground, which is consistent with the failure
location. These results indicate that the failure mode is shear
failure rather than pull-out failure.

4. Theoretical Analysis

We introduced the mathematical function model studied by
You [17] to predict the distribution rule of anchor’s axial
force and shear stress, which is beneficial for avoiding the
disadvantages of the above-mentioned test, such as high cost
and timewaste. Assuming that the anchor is an elastomer and

the properties are the same for both rockmass and anchorage
body, we have an analytical model for a fully grouted anchor
which is described in detail in Figure 11. The pullout force,
shear stress, the length of the unit, axial force, and shear stress
in a certain depth are denoted by 𝑃, 𝜏, 𝑑𝑥, 𝑃(𝑥), and 𝜏(𝑥),
respectively.

Taking into account the static equilibrium condition, we
obtain the following relations:

𝑑𝑝 (𝑥) = −2𝜋𝑟𝜏 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 (4)

where r is the radius of the anchor.
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Figure 8: Distribution of shear stress along depth.

Then, integrating the above formula, we obtain the
relation for P(x) and 𝜏(x):

𝑃 (𝑥) = −2𝜋𝑟∫𝐿𝑎
𝑥

𝜏 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 (5)

where La is the anchorage length of the anchor.
As depicted in (5), 𝜏(x) is the key issue to reach the aim

of this investigation.
We will now introduce Mindlin’s displacement solution

to get the equation for 𝜏(x). The assumption of the solution
is that the rock mass is semi-infinite space, the origin of

coordinates is located at the hole, and the anchor is along
the x-axis. As shown in Figure 12, when a concentrated force,
with the depth of c, is applied at the point A, the vertical
displacement of the point B (x, y, z) can be expressed as

𝑠 = 𝑄 (1 + 𝜇)
8𝜋𝐸 (1 − 𝜇) [

3 − 4𝜇𝑅1 + 8 (1 − 𝜇)2 − (3 − 4𝜇)
𝑅2

+ (𝑥 − 𝑐)2
𝑅13 + (3 − 4𝜇) (𝑥 + 𝑐)2 − 2𝑐𝑥

𝑅23
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Figure 9: Cracks on anchorage body at failure.

(a) Relative slippage between the anchor and
anchorage bolt

(b) Surface white-spot crack (c) Fiber plate detachment

Figure 10: GFRP anchors at failure.
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Figure 11: Mechanical model for a fully grouted anchor.
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Figure 12: Schematic of Mindlin’s displacement solution.

where E, 𝜇 are elastic modulus and Poisson ratio of the rock
mass, respectively;

𝑅1 = √𝑦2 + 𝑧2 + (𝑥 − 𝑐)2;
𝑅2 = √𝑦2 + 𝑧2 + (𝑥 + 𝑐)2.

(7)

At the origin of coordinates (x = y = z = 0), the expression of
(6) becomes

𝑠𝑜 = 𝑄 (1 + 𝜇) (3 − 2𝜇)
2𝜋𝑐𝐸 (8)
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(b) GFRP-01

Figure 13: Distribution of axial force along the depth.

For the rock mass,Q signifies the shear stress that the pullout
force exerts on the rock mass at the point A, which is
expressed as

𝑄 = 2𝜋𝑟𝜏 ⋅ 𝑑𝑥 (9)

Additionally, for the anchor, Q denotes the pullout force
transferred to the point A. So the elastic elongation of the
anchor can be calculated as

𝑄 − 2𝜋𝑟 ∫ 𝜏𝑑𝑥
𝐸𝑎 ⋅ 𝜋𝑟2 (10)

where Ea is the elastic modulus of the anchor.
We then assume that the anchor is a semi-infinite bolt and

deforms with rock mass compatibility. The elongation of the
anchor at the hole is the same as the displacement of the rock
mass; the equation can be expressed as

∫∞
0

𝑄 − 2𝜋𝑟 ∫ 𝜏 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
𝐸𝑎 ⋅ 𝜋𝑟2 𝑑𝑥

= ∫∞
0

2𝜋𝑟𝜏 (𝑥) ⋅ (1 + 𝜇) (3 − 2𝜇)
2𝜋𝑥𝐸 𝑑𝑥

(11)

After simplifying (11), we obtain a differential equation:

𝜏 (𝑥) + (𝑘𝑥 − 2𝑥) 𝜏 (𝑥) + 2𝑥2 𝜏 (𝑥) = 0 (12)

where 𝑘 = 2𝐸/(1 + 𝜇)(3 − 2𝜇)𝐸𝑎𝑟2.
Transforming (12) toWeber equation [18], then substitute

boundary condition, 𝑥 → ∞, 𝜏 = 0, into it; 𝜏(x) can be
determined as

𝜏 (𝑥) = 𝑃𝜋𝑟 (𝜆2𝑥) ⋅ 𝑒(−(𝜆/2)𝑥
2
) (13)

where P is the pullout force;

𝜆 = 𝐸𝐸𝑎 (1 + 𝜇) (3 − 2𝜇) 𝑟2 . (14)

Substituting (13) into (5), we obtain the distribution of axial
force:

𝑃 (𝑥) = 𝑃 ⋅ 𝑒(−(𝜆/2)𝑥2) (15)

To verify the correctness of (13) and (15) above, we substitute
the parameters of this test in them, and the results are shown
in Figures 13(a) and 14(a).

As shown in Figures 13 and 14, compared with the test
result, the theoretical results are accurate, which prove the
correctness of the above-mentioned theoretical analysis for
GFRP anti-floating anchor.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents and primarily analyzes the field pullout
tests on three GFRP anti-floating anchors in weathered
granite under service condition. The feasibility of embedded
FBG technique was also verified.

(a) The innovative embedded FBG technique is able
to monitor axial force accurately during whole tests, with
survival rate of 100%. This technique keeps the integrity of
GFRP anchors and provides reference for the monitoring of
anisotropic materials.

(b) GFRP anti-floating anchors have the ultimate pullout
force (400 kN) up to 2 times that of steel anchors and thus
could replace conventional steel anchors in projects.

(c) Different from steel anchors, the head displacement
of GFRP anchors increases linearly with the applied load and
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Figure 14: Distribution of shear stress along the depth.

has larger elongation before failure, which could be explained
by their less elastic-modulus.

(d) No pullout force was transferred to 3.5 m under-
ground, highlighting that a critical depth exists for the GFRP
anchor. Hence, the ultimate capacity did not change with the
anchorage length higher than critical value.

(e) Peak shear stress along depth of GFRP anchors
occurred at 0.8 m underground. Therefore, additional rein-
forcement is required at 0.8munderground if a GFRP anchor
is used in projects.

(f) Force distribution and field photos at failure indicated
that shear failure occurred at the GFRP anchor bolt interface
at the end of the test.

(g) An elastic mechanical model and Mindlin’s displace-
ment solution are used to get distribution functions of axial
force and shear stress along the depth, and the results accord
with the test results.

Further studies are required to provide more comprehen-
sive and conclusive observations.
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